Integrate business data with minimal coding

Share business data between systems and automate related processes with Composer. Allow analysts to orchestrate data transformation and transportation workflows using this no-code EDI solution.

Bring data together, the no-code way

Make data readily available to internal and external stakeholders. Fuel growth by eliminating human errors and inefficiencies brought about by manual data management.

**Transportation**
Easily move data using common protocols like FTP, EDI, HTTP, and more

**Transformation**
Transform files to match required types and correctly map data to each database

**Process Orchestration**
Automate data processes on your terms using loop and conditional statements

**Troubleshooting**
Refer to a clear log when diagnosing and resetting failed sequences

Solve these problems

- Disparate data sources
- Missing access to real-time data
- Inaccurate data entries
- Inefficient data processes

Reap these benefits

- Integrate data sources without having to write a single line of code
- Support and automate all data integration processes in one place

Get started with Composer

Effortlessly build bridges between data silos with visual mapping and automation. Set up your trading partners on Composer without having to deal with developers.
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